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Abstract: In a distributed multi-agent system, an idle agent may be available to assist other agents in the 
system. An agent architecture called intent recognition is proposed in this article to accomplish this with 
minimal communication. To assist other agents in the system, an agent performing recognition observes 
the tasks other agents are performing. Unlike the much-studied field of plan recognition, the overall intent 
of an agent is recognized instead of a specific plan. The observing agent may use capabilities that it has not 
observed. In this study, the key research question is: What are intent-recognition systems and how can these 
be used to have agents autonomously assist each other effectively and efficiently? A conceptual framework is 
proposed to address this question. An implementation of the conceptual framework is tested and evaluated. 
A set of metrics, including task time and number of communications, is used to compare the performance 
of plan recognition and intent recognition. This research shows that under certain conditions, an intent-
recognition system is more efficient than a plan recognition system.
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1  Introduction
In a distributed multi-agent environment, agents complete tasks that are assigned in real time or scheduled 
ahead of time. However, there may be times when an agent may be idle, such as when it has finished its 
assigned tasks. If instead of remaining idle, this agent assisted another agent in the system during this time, 
then the task of the other agent would take a shorter amount of time, thus increasing the efficiency of the 
overall multi-agent system. As an example of a context where this may happen, one can consider the case of 
robots whose job is to stack boxes. Once a robot has finished stacking its boxes, it will sit idly until assigned 
another task. A more effective system would have agents that recognize that they have idle time that can be 
utilized to assign themselves additional tasks. For example, in the above scenario, the robot that has finished 
stacking boxes can then assist other robots in stacking their boxes. Hence, all of the boxes would be stacked 
in a shorter amount of time, leading to a more efficient system.
A key component to a multi-agent system is the mechanism that allows agents to interact. In some cases, 
the agents may be adversaries and pursuing their own individual or team goals. Meanwhile, in a cooperative 
environment, agents may be trying to achieve an increase in the overall utility of the system. The much-
researched idea of plan recognition can be used in either of these situations. In plan recognition, an agent 
attempts to determine the plan that another agent is following. A plan is a set of actions that lead to a result. 
Plan recognition is used in situations where communication between agents is to be avoided. An example of 
this is an operation where communications may be intercepted by an enemy agent.
Expanding on the idea of plan recognition in a cooperative environment, this article proposes a novel 
concept called intent recognition. In plan recognition, an agent observes another agent to determine what 
plan, or set of actions, that it is currently following. The goal of an agent performing intent recognition is to 
aid the other agents in the system. By intent recognition, we mean that an agent recognizes what another 
agent is trying to achieve instead of merely observing the specific steps that the observed agent is following. 
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It does this by attempting to follow a plan that has the same intent, or overall goal, as the other agents in 
the system. Similar to plan recognition, intent recognition aims to minimize the amount of communication 
between agents. Agents that can perform intent recognition are able to autonomously determine that tasks 
they should be performing in their idle time to increase the overall utility of the system.
An example scenario is that of a person carrying a heavy bag into an apartment building. The plan is 
to walk to the door of the apartment building, place the bag on the floor, unlock the door with a key, open 
the door, prop the door open with something, pick up the bag, walk through the door, place the bag down 
again, and finally shut the door. This plan would take less time if the person’s acquaintance was inside 
the apartment building and saw the person coming through the window. The acquaintance could open the 
door. The person’s new plan would be to walk to the door of the apartment building and walk through the 
door. Because of the assistance of the acquaintance, the overall task time and the number of plan steps were 
reduced. Another aspect to consider is that there was no communication in this case. Perhaps the person 
carrying the bag did not have a free hand to signal to the acquaintance or the acquaintance could not hear 
through the door. In either case, communication was not possible or necessary for intent recognition to take 
place.
1.1  Advantages of the Approach
The significance of this research is that it expands the notion of plan recognition to incorporate a new con-
struct, namely intent recognition. It is hypothesized that systems with intent recognition will perform “better” 
under certain prespecified conditions. As such, more tasks can be accomplished in the same amount of time. 
As an example, if an agent is pushing a box towards a specified location and it has obstacles in its path, an 
idle agent that is utilizing intent recognition may then determine that removing all obstacles between the box 
and the final location will speed up the completion of that task. It would then perform the actions required to 
assist the other agent, thus decreasing the amount of time required to complete the task.
Another advantage of intent recognition is a reduction in the amount of communication needed for 
agents to communicate. At any given time, a large percentage of agents in a system can be idle. If all of these 
agents filled the communication channels with requests for information, communication that is vital to the 
system may not reach the recipient in a timely manner. Reducing communication results in the reduction of 
all associated costs.
To study intent recognition, we developed a framework of a multi-agent system in which agents are able to 
recognize the intent of other agents and utilize their own idle time to assist other agents. This research shows 
that under certain conditions, an intent-recognition system is more efficient than a plan recognition system.
1.2  Applications
Incorporating intent recognition in future multi-agent systems will lead to agents that are more efficient, 
have fewer dependencies on human interaction, and are one step closer to accurately emulating their human 
counterparts. The intent-recognition framework is applicable in many domains. An example of this would be 
in robotics, particularly if the robots are located in space. An example is a situation where robots are coopera-
tively working on a task in space, such as space station assembly. There may be cameras in certain locations 
to monitor the work, but people on Earth may not have a way to view every robot simultaneously. Because 
of this, people may not be able to determine if robots are working inefficiently at their tasks, are in need of 
assistance, or are in need of repair. This is particularly true if a robot’s communication systems are damaged 
and it is not able to communicate with people on Earth or with the surrounding robots. If the robots in this 
cooperative system are able to perform intent recognition, they would be able to determine what the damaged 
robot is attempting to achieve. These intent-recognition robots would then be able to aid the damaged robot 
in its task or even repair the robot, depending on their capabilities.
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2  Background and Related Work
The study of multi-agent systems is a broad and diverse field [24, 34], with numerous applications, for 
instance, a sensor web to determine if a weather phenomenon is occurring or not [32]. The key elements of a 
multi-agent intent-recognition system that we will consider in this article include plan recognition, modeling 
agents, plan representation, time, communication decisions, and intent.
2.1  Plan Recognition
Plan recognition is used in a system where an agent is observed to determine what series of actions it is 
performing. Examples include observing to predict agents’ destination [16], use of hidden Markov models 
[23], surveillance purposes [19], soccer simulation [14], modeling opponents in games [9, 28], model building 
[2, 3], and plan recognition’s algorithmic complexity [37].
2.2  Modeling Agents
When playing a game against an opponent, knowing what the opponent intends to do is obviously advan-
tageous. Communication is not an option in this case because intelligent opponents will not willingly reveal 
their strategies. These include Networks of Influence Diagrams [9], Probabilistic Hostile Agent Task Tracker 
[10], aiding in the task of learning agents [28], different agents having differing beliefs [25–27], and an agent 
using its own state as the model [18].
2.3  Plan Representation
A plan is a list of actions followed by an agent to reach a goal, and there are many ways to represent a plan. 
There are choices on how to represent plans, including the Intelligent Portable Activity Recognition System 
[19], activities in the RoboCup domain [14], classifying events as complex and simple [13], cost of maintain-
ing and analyzing a list of possible plans [10], reducing the complexity of plan recognition [15], dealing with 
every previous action of the observed agent having to be witnessed [8], using team plans in plan library [4], 
and determining when two plans are equivalent [11].
2.4  Time
When events are observed, they can be given temporal relationships. A single- or multi-agent belief network 
can then be constructed to reflect the temporal nature of the observed actions. Examples include a foot-
ball game [17], a multi-agent belief network [31], measuring the duration of activities [19], and temporal 
 constraints [14].
2.5  Communication Decisions
The idea of reducing the amount of communication has been explored. These efforts include Behavioral 
Implicit Communication [6], cooperating agents trying to maximize their overall utility [36], decisions being 
made without communication [15], communication strategies [22], cost of communication [5, 35, 36], dialogue 
planning agents [33], dialogue lengths [26, 27], agents deciding when to remind other agents [18], determining 
when another agent may need assistance [23], and agents recognizing the duration of other agents’ activities [3].
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2.6  Intent
The subject of intent has been broached in multi-agent systems before, but the research focuses on the 
domain of story generation. The focus of this type of research is plan generation. The meaning and purpose 
of “intent” in this case is different from intent recognition in multi-agent systems. An example is where intent 
is thought of as the intent of the character in the story [30].
Work has been done in the area of human workgroups, which are similar to multi-agent systems, where 
the coordination takes place between people instead of agents [12, 21]. It has also been shown that research 
in human work groups is applicable to robotic communities and multi-agent systems [1]. This type of research 
does not apply to intent recognition because the primary way for humans to convey information to each other 
is via communication, implicit and/or explicit.
As the provided review of the literature indicates, several frameworks for multi-agent systems have been 
proposed, such as plan-recognition and inverse models. However, none of these frameworks incorporate the 
notion of intent recognition that we propose in this article. Intent recognition is the process of recognizing 
another agent’s objective while minimizing communication. This is different from plan recognition because 
determining and predicting individual plan steps are no longer the focus of the recognition. This research 
expands on the idea that agents with differing capabilities can use their individual strengths to work together 
to solve a common problem. We propose the idea that incorporating intent recognition will enhance the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of a multi-agent system. In this article, we develop a conceptual model based on our 
intent-recognition framework.
3  Intent Recognition
The greatest advantage of intent recognition over plan recognition is the ability to dynamically choose actions 
to assist other agents in the system. An intent-recognition agent that is pulling from its plan library may choose 
an action that it has not observed. Both types of agents, plan recognition and intent recognition, have plan 
libraries. However, intent-recognition agents have the advantage of not needing the same plan libraries as 












Figure 1. Recognition Structure Overview.
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A key component to a multi-agent system is the mechanism that allows agents to interact. In some cases, 
the agents may be adversaries and pursuing their own individual or team goals. Meanwhile, in a cooperative 
environment, agents may be trying to achieve an increase in the overall utility of the system. The much-
researched idea of plan recognition can be used in either of these situations. In plan recognition, an agent 
attempts to determine the plan that another agent is following. A plan is a set of actions that lead to a result. 
Plan recognition is used in situations where communication between agents is to be avoided. An example of 
this is a military operation where communications may be intercepted by an enemy agent. An overview of the 
plan recognition process is shown in Figure 2.
Expanding on the idea of plan recognition in a cooperative environment, we propose the utilization of 
the construct of intent recognition in multi-agent systems. The goal of an agent performing intent recognition 
is to aid the other agents in the system. The agent does this by attempting to follow a plan that has the same 
intent, or overall goal, as the other agents in the system. Similar to plan recognition, intent recognition aims 
to minimize the number of communications between agents due to the cost associated with such communica-
tion. An overview of the intent-recognition process is shown in Figure 3.
Plan recognition attempts to determine the plan, or set of steps, that an observed agent is following, whereas 
intent recognition attempts to determine the intent, or overall goal, of the observed agent. The agent perform-
ing intent recognition makes observations about another agent in the environment. Instead of trying to find an 
exact match between the observations and a plan in the plan library, the agent is attempting to find a plan that 
is similar to the steps that are being observed. Plans are considered similar to the observations on two criteria.
The first consideration is the number of observations that appear in a particular plan. A plan where 
75% of the observations occur is less similar than a plan where 90% of the observations occur. When imple-
menting intent recognition, the second plan would have a higher score. The second factor when determining 
intent is the number of actions in the plan that has not yet been observed. This would also affect the score of 
the plan when implementing intent recognition.
As an example, there are 10 actions in the system. They are denoted by the numbers 1 through 10. A plan 
is represented as a list of these actions, for example, {1, 2, 3}. The intent-recognition agent’s plan library 
would include Plan A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 7}, Plan B = {6, 7, 8}, and Plan C = {1, 4, 7}. The observations made by the 
agent are the following: Time Step 1, 4; Time Step 2, 7; and Time Step 3, 9. In this case, Plans A and C are more 
similar to the observation because they both include two of the three observed actions. The base scores of 
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Figure 3. Intent Recognition Process.














Figure 2. Plan Recognition Process.
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is only one action in Plan C that has not yet been observed, whereas there are three actions in Plan A that have 
not been observed. In this case, Plan C would have the highest score of the plans in the plan library when 
performing intent recognition.
Plan recognition would look at the above example in a different manner. The third observation of nine 
would be seen as an outlier to all of the given plans and would reduce their overall scores. After the three 
observations shown above, plan recognition would not have enough information to recognize a plan. Plans A 
and C would have the same number of observations corresponding to them. Even if the next observation was 
1 and all three steps (1, 4, and 7) from Plan C were seen, these three steps are also seen in Plan A. Additional 
reasoning capabilities are needed to distinguish these two plans.
4  Research Methodology
We designed and built a collective box pushing simulation environment to test the intent-recognition 
concept. The environment was developed using the Repast Simphony plugin [29] for Eclipse [7], which is a 
cross platform Java-based modeling system that facilitates the development of models of interacting agents. 
The simulated world consists of a 50 × 50 grid, where boxes are represented by squares, agents are represented 
by circles, and obstacles are represented by triangles. Agents can move in one of the four cardinal directions. 
Agents are also able to push boxes in one of the four cardinal directions if they are adjacent to the box and 
lined up to face the intended direction. If a box or agent encounters the edge of the grid, it stays in place until 
it moves or is moved in another direction.
Agents are tasked with moving one or more specific box color groups to a given side of the grid. An 
example of this would be a plan where all yellow boxes are to be moved to the east. There were three types of 
agent groups (no recognition, plan recognition, and intent recognition). All agents work simultaneously to 
complete tasks in a cooperative manner. The groups of colored boxes and varying goal direction were used for 
recognition purposes. In other words, an agent performing recognition had to determine which color of boxes 
was being moved and in which direction. An illustration of the grid can be seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Simulation with Red, Blue, Yellow, and Green Boxes.
Agents performing intent recognition are in purple. Observed agents are gray. Triangles represent obstacles.
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For each data set, three groups of experiments were done: no recognition, intent recognition (observed 
and intent-recognition agents), and plan recognition (observed and plan-recognition agents). For each, the 
experiments were run with agent populations of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 agents. The experiments were run five 
times for each agent population size. There were 11 data sets (obstacle delay, start energy, start plan, boxes 
per color, and number of obstacles), resulting in a total of 990 experimental runs. The exact values for the 
lower and upper range of variables were determined via preliminary testing of the system.
The idea of obstacles was introduced into the simulation environment to compare the differences between 
plan recognition and intent recognition. The number of obstacles in the environment varied from one data set 
to another. The starting location was randomly assigned by the system at the beginning of each simulation. 
A snapshot of the simulation is shown in Figure 4.
When an agent encounters an obstacle, it takes a certain number of time-steps to traverse over it. This 
number was referred to as the obstacle delay. An agent that attempts to cross an obstacle is hindered in two 
ways. The most obvious way is the time taken to complete a task. However, it is also a drain on energy. The 
longer an agent stays in one location, the more energy is used up there. In the case where an agent is pushing 
a box while crossing an obstacle, more energy is used by the agents.
Three types of agents are considered: observed agents, plan-recognition agents, and intent-recognition 
agents. Observed agents are assigned a plan to follow at the beginning of the experimental run. They have no 
reasoning capabilities. The observed agents continue following the plan until they either run out of energy or 
the task is completed. For example, an observed agent can be given a plan to push all of the yellow colored 
boxes on the grid to the east. The agent will continue this until either it runs out of energy or there are no 
longer any yellow boxes that are not on the east side of the grid.
Plan-recognition agents begin by choosing an observed agent on the grid to observe. The plan-recogni-
tion agent then makes and stores observations of that agent to determine which plan is being executed. Once 
the plan is determined, the plan-recognition agent then begins executing that plan. It continues until all plan 
objectives have been met or it runs out of energy. If all plan objectives have been met and the agent has energy 
remaining, it will begin the observation process again. Intent-recognition agents also begin by choosing an 
observed agent on the grid. The intent-recognition agent then makes observations until a plan with similar 
intent is determined. This plan with similar intent is then executed until all plan objectives have been met or 
the agent runs out of energy. If all plan objectives have been met and the agent has energy remaining, it will 
begin the observation process again.
Plan recognition differs from intent recognition in that a plan-recognition agent attempts to determine 
the exact plan that the observed agent is executing. Intent-recognition agents attempt to find a plan in their 
plan library that has the same overall intent as the plan that the observed agent is executing. The plan deter-
mined by the intent-recognition agent may or may not contain actions that the intent-recognition agent has 
not observed the observed agent executing. Each plan-recognition agent in the system has access to a copy of 
the same plan library. Each plan is assigned a score of zero at the beginning of the simulation. When an obser-
vation is made by a plan-recognition agent that coincides with a given plan, the plan score is increased for 
that agent’s copy of the plan. If the observation does not coincide with the plan, the plan score is decreased.
A single observation can increase the score of multiple plans. For instance, an observation is made that 
the observed agent moved north. In this example, the plan-recognition agent’s plan library consists of three 
plans:
 – GREEN EAST = {MOVE TO A GREEN BOX, PUSH THE GREEN BOX EAST}
 – GREEN WEST = {MOVE TO A GREEN BOX, PUSH THE GREEN BOX WEST}
 – BLUE EAST = {MOVE TO A BLUE BOX, PUSH THE BLUE BOX EAST}
The plan-recognition agent then observes the environment. If there is a green box to the north, the scores for 
GREEN EAST and GREEN WEST will be increased. If not, the scores for these two plans will be decreased. If 
there is a blue box to the north, the score for BLUE EAST will be increased; otherwise, it will be decreased. If 
there is at least one green box and one blue box to the north, all of the plans will have their score increased. 
Similarly, if there are no green or blue boxes to the north, all of the plans will have their scores decreased.
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Once a single plan has a higher score than any of the other plans, this is determined to be the best 
possible plan. If the agent is not able to recognize a plan within a given time frame, the plan-recognition 
agent then communicates with the observed agent. Whether by plan recognition or communication, the plan- 
recognition agent begins to follow the recognized plan to aid the observed agent.
Intent recognition differs from plan recognition in that the agent attempts to determine the observed 
agent’s intent instead of the plan it is following. Intent recognition begins similarly to plan recognition. 
Observations are used to update scores in the intent agent’s plan library. In addition to this information, the 
number of steps that have been observed of a particular plan is recorded. If an action is observed that is not in 
the plan, the plan score is not reduced. To calculate the score of a plan, the intent agent stores a value called 
the original score. This is increased every time an action is observed that pertains to the plan. The original 
score is then combined with the number of plan steps that have been seen to calculate the adjusted score: 
adjusted score = O+(I/(S1–S2)), where O is the original score, S1 is the number of steps in the plan, S2 is the 
number of steps in the plan that have been observed, and I is an adjustable intent-recognition bonus. When 
S1 and S2 are equal, the adjusted score is O+I. Future research can change this value to see what the affect in 
intent recognition will be.
When there is a single plan in the plan library that has a higher adjusted score than any of the other 
plans, this plan is selected as the most likely to have the same intent as the plan that the observed agent is 
following. Similar to plan recognition, if a plan is not recognized before the set timeframe, the intent agent 
communicates with the observed agent to determine its plan. If the intent agent has communicated, it will 
attempt to aid the observed agent by following the same plan that the observed agent sent in the reply to 
its query. Intent recognition and plan recognition behave in the same way if communication is necessary. 
However, if intent recognition was completed prior to the communication, the intent agent will likely execute 
a different plan than the observed agent to aid it.
An example of this would be if an intent agent is observing an observed agent, which is pushing yellow 
boxes to the east. The intent agent may decide that the plan it its library with the closest intent is the one 
which first removes all the obstacles between the yellow boxes and the eastern wall and then proceeds in 
pushing the boxes.
An agent draws its knowledge about how to interact with the environment from its plan library. Similar 
to the research from Hongeng and Nevatia [13], we assume that there are two types of events. In our research, 
they are referred to as simple events and complex events. An agent that is performing plan recognition or 
intent recognition makes observations in simple events. The simple events used in this simulation are PUSH_
BOX_WEST, PUSH_BOX_EAST, PUSH_BOX_NORTH, PUSH_BOX_SOUTH, MOVE_EAST, MOVE_WEST, MOVE_
SOUTH, MOVE_NORTH, DESTROY_OBSTACLE, and NONE.
In terms of complex events, based on observations about the environment, the agent then converts these 
observations into complex actions. For example, an agent is observed to be performing the MOVE_NORTH 
simple action. If there are red boxes to the north of the agent, this would be interpreted as a MOVE_TOWARDS_
RED_BOX complex action. If there were also one or more blue boxes to the north this would also be inter-
preted as MOVE_TOWARDS_BLUE _BOX. In this way, one observation of a simple event can be translated into 
one or more complex events.
Plans are collections of complex actions. For example, the plan called PushRedBoxesNorthPlan is made 
up of the complex actions MOVE_TOWARDS_RED_BOX and PUSH_RED_BOX_NORTH. Another example is 
the plan called PushRedBoxesEastPlanDF, which consists of MOVE_TOWARDS_RED_BOX and PUSH_RED_
BOX_EAST, and DESTROY_DELAY_AHEAD. The DESTROY_DELAY_AHEAD action determines if there are any 
obstacles between the boxes and the target location, which in this case is the north side of the environment, 
and then the agent proceeds to remove those obstacles.
One advantage of intent recognition over plan recognition is that the intent-recognition agent’s plan 
library does not have to contain the plan that is being observed for the agent to recognize a plan. Another 
advantage of intent recognition is that even if the observed plan is in the plan library, the intent-recognition 
agent is capable of selecting a different plan from its library if the agent determines that both plans have the 
same intent.
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For each data set, the agents performing intent recognition and plan recognition were given the same 
plan library. Both intent-recognition agents and plan-recognition agents have plans that contain informa-
tion about destroying obstacles in the environment. However, because the observed agents do not have the 
capability to destroy obstacles, neither the intent-recognition agents nor the plan-recognition agents will 
ever make an observation along these lines. However, an intent agent may still choose to perform a plan that 
includes destroying obstacles if the plan is seen as having the same intent as the observed plan. In this way, 
intent recognition has an advantage over plan recognition.
If recognition can easily be done, it would be difficult to study the differences between intent recog-
nition and plan recognition. To keep the analysis comparable, all intent recognition and plan-recognition 
agents have the same plan libraries. These libraries include plans that are identical except for the addition of 
the DESTROY_OBSTACLE complex action. Observed agents in this research cannot perform this action. This 
makes the recognition process for plan-recognition agents complex, as illustrated in the following example: 
for instance, the Plan-recognition agent’s Plan Library is P0 = {MOVE_TO_YELLOW_BOX, PUSH_YELLOW_
BOX_EAST} and P1 = {DESTROY_OBSTACLE, MOVE_TO_YELLOW_BOX, PUSH_YELLOW_BOX_EAST}. The 
plan-recognition agent’s observations are the following: T0, observed agent moves towards yellow box; T1, 
observed agent moves towards yellow box; T2, observed agent pushes yellow box east; T3, observed agent 
pushes yellow box east; and T4, observed agent pushes yellow box east. Because the order of actions does not 
matter in our system, the plan-recognition agent does not know whether the observed agent is simply pushing 
the yellow boxes east and following P0 or whether the agent is following plan P1. The plan-recognition agent 
is unable to determine whether P1 is being followed and there are no longer any removable obstacles on the 
grid or if the observed agent is following the plan steps out of order. In reality, observed agents do not have 
that capability and the plan-recognition agent is wasting valuable time and resources.
An intent-recognition agent, meanwhile, may select P0 after the first one or two observations. The agent 
may also select P1 after several the first three or four observations. The difference can be affected by factors 
including on information the agent has collected previously, any observations about the state of the world, 
and any observations about other agents.
5  Experimental Results
The communication results, shown in Figure 5, indicate that intent recognition is able to communicate fewer 
times than plan recognition in a multi-agent environment where exact plans cannot easily be determined. 
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Figure 5. Communicating Agents: Number of Intent-Recognition (IR) Agents and the Number of Plan-Recognition (PR) Agents 
that Communicated for Each Data Set.
The “no-recognition” group was not included because the observed agents do not initiate communication. Total agents, 5775 
agents per recognition type; IR communicating, 713; PR communicating, 4555.
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The agents performing plan recognition tried to make an exact match between their observations and their 
plan library. Because of this, often times, the plan-recognition agents were not able to complete the recogni-
tion process before reaching the set time limit. Agents performing intent recognition were not looking for an 
exact match between observations and their plan library. We also found that fewer intent-recognition agents 
than plan-recognition agents communicated.
The simulation time was recorded as the last time a box was pushed correctly. Simulations where there 
was no recognition taking place sometime had a faster completion time than the simulations where there 
was recognition of some sort. This is because in the simulations with no recognition, all agents in the envi-
ronment began their assigned tasks as soon as the simulation began. In the cases where there were agents 
performing recognition, these agents would first observe for a period before beginning to execute their tasks. 
The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
A regression analysis was performed using the data from simulation time. The recognition type and the 
number of agents were used as variables. Using 0 to represent no recognition, 1 to represent plan recognition, 
and 2 to represent intent recognition, regression was done to see if there was a linear relationship between 
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Figure 7. Average Time by Data Set, Population Size, and Recognition Type.
On the horizontal axis, the top number refers to the population size and the lower number refers to the data set number.
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The results indicate that there are cases where completion time tends to be higher between groups with 
recognition and groups without recognition, such as can be seen in data sets 6, 7, 8, and 10. This is because 
the recognition agents spend the beginning of the simulation observing and do not begin working until they 
have either determined a plan or communicated. Because of this, recognition agents are usually still working 
after all of the nonrecognition agents have run out of energy. The goal is to see whether plan recognition and 
intent recognition are significantly different and which one is correlated with a higher simulation time.
According to our research, in data sets 1 through 9, a significant impact is found by recognition type. 
 Recognition type has a negative impact on the task completion time. This means that intent recognition, with 
the higher dummy variable value, is associated with a lower completion time for tasks. More details of the 
time regression are included in the appendix.
The percentage of completion was measured as the number of boxes that were moved to the correct loca-
tion out of the total number of boxes that were to be moved. The results are shown in Figure 8. The independ-
ent variables used were agent population size and regression type. Regression type was a categorical variable 
with the following values: 0, no recognition; 1, plan recognition, and 2, intent recognition. Data sets 1 and 2 
had no variation of percentage of completion. In all data sets aside from 11, there was a significant t-stat for 
the recognition type. The details of the regression are included in the appendix.
Regression was then done with only the data for the intent recognition and plan-recognition agents. 
We found that percentage of completion was not statistically different between plan recognition and intent 
recognition in most data sets. Our research shows that the plan-recognition group and the intent-recognition 
group had a statistically higher completion percentage than the no recognition group. Although intent-recog-
nition agents did not have a statistically higher completion percentage than intent-recognition agents, they 
were able to have either a comparable or higher percentage of completion than plan-recognition agents while 
having much lower number of communicating agents and a faster completion time.
The results indicate that intent-recognition agents performed actions that they had not observed. Intent-
recognition agents and plan-recognition agents had additional capabilities when compared with the agents 
that they were observing. Unlike the observed agents, these agents were able to identify and destroy obstacles 
in the environment. Because the observed agents did not have the capability to destroy obstacles, the plan-
recognition agents did not have any observations along these lines. For this reason, the plan-recognition 
agents never recognized a plan to destroy an obstacle in it as the correct plan.
Intent agents dynamically chose other actions that they had not observed. Some of these may have been 
beneficial depending on the overall system goal, whereas others were not. One example is where there were 
five red boxes and five blue boxes on the grid. In this example, there is one observed agent whose task is to 
move red boxes north. After the intent agent observes a box being pushed to the north, it may decide that all 
















Figure 8. Average Percentage of Completion by Data Set and Recognition Type.
NR, group with no recognition; PR, plan recognition group; IR, intent recognition group.
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this will help to decrease the task time. However, if the observed agent is actually trying to push the red boxes 
north and the blue boxes east, this will introduce task error into the system.
Overall, there were 5418 intent-recognition agents that were able to recognize a plan. Of these agents, 
5403 of them recognized a plan that had the possibility of assisting the observed agents. 710 of the agents 
recognized a plan that had the possibility of introducing error into the system. The percentage of comple-
tion was comparable between the intent-recognition agents and plan-recognition agents, whereas the intent- 
recognition agents had faster task completion times and fewer communicating agents.
6  Conclusion
This research defined intent-recognition systems. We designed and built a simulation environment to analyze 
this concept. We compared intent-recognition systems to plan recognition systems to study the merits of 
intent recognition. As hypothesized, plan-recognition agents and intent-recognition agents approached the 
task of aiding fellow agents in different ways. Unlike agents performing plan recognition, intent-recognition 
agents have the ability to dynamically choose actions to assist other agents in the system using only the 
knowledge in their plan libraries. Also, intent-recognition systems communicate fewer times compared with 
plan recognition systems. Although both approaches aim to reduce communication in a system, agents per-
forming intent recognition have the advantage of not trying to make an exact match between observations 
and the plan library. Thus, communication is further reduced in the case where all agents in the system have 
differing capabilities and plan libraries.
Costs can be reduced by incorporating intent recognition into multi-agent systems. The frequency of 
communication is reduced, which in turn reduces the associated costs. Ongoing system tasks can be com-
pleted in a shorter amount of time. This allows for more tasks to be completed in any given timeframe. 
Agents in an intent-recognition system can combine their differing abilities to efficiently complete a wide 
variety of complex tasks, from box pushing to assembling a space station. The ethical issues of this type of 
research are important and are beyond the scope of this article. Such issues are discussed in works on robot 
ethics [20].
Based on this fact that there is substantial advantage in using intent recognition, it is imperative that 
people who are designing cooperative multi-agent systems consider the intent recognition construct. With 
a properly seeded plan library, idle agents are able to increase the utility of a system by aiding other agents 
without human intervention.
This article makes multiple theoretical contributions. Its theoretical contributions are primarily in the 
field of multi-agent systems.
1. We created and tested a new construct called intent recognition, where agents determine the intent of the 
agents around them.
2. Agents performing intent recognition have a reduction in the number of communications. This reduces 
the overall communication in a system.
3. With a properly created plan library, adding agents that perform intent recognition to a system can 
increase the overall utility, where the utility is domain specific.
4. Intent recognition allows agents to autonomously find ways in which to utilize their idle time. This 
reduces the amount of time agents are waiting for instructions. It also increases utility of the system by 
having all agents working at all times.
5. Intent recognition allows agents to assist each other using unobserved actions. Unlike agents perform-
ing plan recognition, agents performing intent recognition search for plans in their libraries that have 
the same goal as the observed actions instead of the same steps. This leads to agents that are able to use 
actions to achieve the goal that the observed agent may not be capable of.
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